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Abstract—This paper investigates the equalization techniques
for the diffusive molecular communication (DMC) systems with
binary molecular-shift keying (BMoSK) modulation, referred
to as the BMoSK-DMC systems, in order to mitigate the
effect of inter-symbol interference (ISI). We first show that
in terms of receiving equalization, a BMoSK-DMC system is
in fact equivalent to a conventional binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) modulated radio communication system encountering
ISI. Hence, a wealth of equalization techniques developed with
the conventional radio communication systems may be introduced
for equalization of BMoSK-DMC signals. However, considering
the limited capability of molecular transceivers on computation
and storage, in this paper, we investigate only the linear equal-
izers (LEQ) in the principles of matched-filtering (MF), zero-
forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE). We
characterize the effects of the different aspects related to DMC
signalling and propagation on the achievable performance of the
BMoSK-DMC systems with these linear equalizers. Our studies
and performance results demonstrate that both the ZF- and
MMSE-LEQ are capable of efficiently suppressing the ISI and
attaining promising performance, while still have low-complexity
to facilitate implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Design of the communication schemes operable at nano-
scale has been motivated by researchers in order to imple-
ment intelligent drug delivery, neuroscience, network of nano-
robots, and many other potential applications, as evidenced
by the references [1–15] and the references therein. Inspired
by nature, diffusive molecular communications (DMC) has
become an emerging nano-scale communication paradigm,
where information may be conveyed by encoding it into
the value of molecular concentration, molecular type and
release time at the transmitter [1]. During signal transmission,
molecules can be driven by the Brownian motion with or with-
out drift from the communication medium [16–18]. Hence,
DMC can be a highly energy efficient communication scheme
operable at nano-scale.

DMC has been investigated from different perspectives, as
shown, for example, by the survey and tutorial paper [1] and
the references therein. Specifically in the context of the DMC
channel modelling, various channel and noise models have
been proposed [16, 17]. It is shown that due to the random
diffusive movements of molecules, DMC usually experiences
strong inter-symbol interference (ISI), in addition to the
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noise generated from the random movements of information
molecules as well as from the other possible noisy sources in
the environment [17]. In literature, various ISI mitigation tech-
niques have been proposed and investigated. These techniques
can in general be classified into the transmitter signalling
design and the receiver signal processing. In a little more
detail, in the class of the transmitter signalling design, the
molecular shift keying (MoSK) modulation scheme [19, 20]
has the embedded capability of ISI mitigation, as multiple
types of molecules are used for information encoding, resulting
in that the same type of molecules has a relatively small prob-
ability to become active. Relying on two types of molecules,
the molecular transition shift keying (MTSK) modulation [21]
has been proposed specifically for ISI mitigation. With the
MTSK, no molecules are emitted for transmitting bit 0, while
a type of molecules is released for transmitting a bit 1 followed
by a bit 1, and the second type of molecules is emitted
for transmitting a bit 1 followed by a bit 0. Furthermore,
a modulation scheme based on multiple types of molecules
has been proposed in [22]. With this transmission scheme, the
same type of molecules is only allowed to be activated after
a pre-defined time period.

In the context of the receiver signal processing techniques
for ISI mitigation/suppression. One way is to use the interfer-
ence suppression/cancellation [23–29], which first generates an
estimate to the ISI and then subtracts the estimated ISI from
the observation for information detection. Another approach
is to use the equalization techniques. In literature, various
equalization methods have been proposed, as shown, e.g.,
in [25, 30–32]. In more detail, these equalization techniques
include the sequence detectors in the principles of maximum
a-posteriori (MAP) or maximum likelihood (ML) [25, 30–
33], linear equalizer in minimum mean-square error (MMSE)
principle [31] or in zero-forcing (ZF) principle [34, 35],
the decision-feedback based equalization [31, 36], etc. In
all these references considering the equalization techniques,
concentration-shift keying (CSK) modulation has been con-
sidered.

Following the research in literature, in this paper, we
consider the equalization in the binary molecular shift key-
ing DMC (BMoSK-DMC) systems. We assume that in the
BMoSK-DMC system, two types of molecules having the
same propagation property are used for binary data modu-
lation, where one type is activated to transmit bit 1, while
the other type is activated to transmit bit 0. At the receiver,
the differences between the sampled concentrations of the two
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types of molecules are used as the observations for information
detection. We demonstrate that the differences between the
sampled concentrations of the two types of molecules have
an equivalent structure as the observations in the conventional
radio-based communication systems with binary phase-shift
keying (BPSK) modulation and experiencing ISI [37]. There-
fore in theory, various equalization techniques introduced to
the conventional radio-based communications can be em-
ployed to equalize the DMC channel and improve the detection
reliability of the BMoSK-DMC system. However, we should
be aware of that at nano-scale, the transceivers deployed with
DMC usually have limited signal processing capability, and
hence the non-linear high-complexity equalization techniques
based on, e.g., MAP or ML, may be impractical. Therefore,
in this paper, we investigate and compare the performance of
the BMoSK-DMC systems with only the linear equalization
(LEQ) based on the matched-filtering (MF), zero-forcing (ZF)
and minimum mean-square error (MMSE) principles, referred
to as the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, respectively.

In summary, the main contributions and novelties of the
paper are as follows.
• Signal detection and equalization are investigated in the

context of the BMoSK-DMC system, in contrast to the
references where equalization has been mainly investi-
gated with the CSK modulation.

• An expression is derived for representing the received
signals in the BMoSK-DMC system, which has the same
form as the received signals in the conventional radio-
based BPSK-modulated communication systems experi-
encing ISI. Hence, it enables the feasibility to be em-
powered by the equalization techniques developed with
the conventional radio-based communications.

• Hence, the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ are in-
troduced to the BMoSK-DMC system.

• Furthermore, the performance of the BMoSK-DMC sys-
tem with MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ is investi-
gated and compared based on numerical simulations.

In the rest of paper, the system model is first introduced in
Section II. Section III provides the expressions for the received
signals, which are beneficial to the derivation of equalizers. In
Section IV, we detail the equalization schemes. Performance
results are demonstrated in Section V. Finally in Section VI,
we conclude the paper with a summary of the research.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The BMoSK-DMC system to be considered consists of a
point-source transmitter and a point-like receiver. The loca-
tions of transmitter and receiver are separated by a distance
r, as shown in Fig. 1. Information is transmitted by releasing
a pulse of Q number of molecules at the beginning of each
fixed bit duration Tb. We assume that the receiver is capable of
counting the number of information molecules inside a spher-
ical detection space with a radius of ρ, and hence a volume of
V = 4πρ3/3. The transmitter uses BMoSK modulation to send
binary information data {bj} = {b0, b1, . . . , bj , . . . }, where
bj ∈ {0, 1}, with the aid of two types of molecules, recorded as
Type-A and Type-B. Type-A is assigned for signalling bj = 1

Fig. 1. System model for DMC systems with BMoSK modulation, where
the dark and light coloured small spheres represent the Type-A and Type-B
molecules.

and Type-B is for signalling bj = 0. We assume that the
number Q of molecules emitted per pulse obeys the Poisson
distribution with a rate λ within a sufficiently short time.
Furthermore, we assume that the fluid medium is stable with a
constant diffusion coefficient D. Additionally, we assume that
synchronization is achieved between transmitter and receiver.

Based on the above assumptions and assuming that a pulse
of Q molecules is emitted by the transmitter at t = 0, the
concentration measured by the receiver at time t > 0 follows
the Fick’s Law, and is expressed as

c(t) =
Q

(4πDt)
3
2

exp

(
− r2

4Dt

)
, t > 0, (1)

which is a time-domain pulse function when observed at the
receiver, and reaches its maximum at the time td = r2/6D.
By substituting this value into Eq. (1), its peak concentration
value is given by cmax =

(
3

2πe

) 3
2 Q
r3 , which decreases shapely

with the increase of transmission distance. For this sake and
when there is no drift, DMC is usually only suitable for the
communications over short distance.

When assuming that the receiver is capable of identifying
the two types of molecules, the concentration difference be-
tween Type-A and Type-B molecules sensed by the receiver
for the uth bit can be expressed as

z(t) =zA(t)− zB(t)

=

u∑
j=0

bj [cA(t− jTb) + nA,j(t)]

−
u∑
j=0

(1− bj)[cB(t− jTb) + nB,j(t)],

uTb ≤ t < (u+ 1)Tb, (2)

where cX(t − jTb), X ∈ {A,B}, is the concentration
sensed at time t, uTb ≤ t < (u + 1)Tb, generated by
the molecular pulse for sending the jth bit bj sent during
jTb ≤ t < (j + 1)Tb. This is the interference of the jth
transmitted bit on the receiving of the uth bit. Hence, BMoSK-
DMC experiences inter-symbol interference (ISI), which can
be very severe, and significantly degrades the communication
reliability, especially, when the transmission rate is relatively
high, or when the transmission distance is relatively long. In
Eq. (2), nA,j(t) and nB,i(t) are the particle counting noise
caused by the corresponding types of molecules emitted by
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the jth pulse of molecules [17]. Considering one particular
type of molecules, since the number of emitted molecules per
pulse is assumed to obey the Poisson distribution with a rate
λ, we can readily know that V [cA(t − jTb) + nA,j(t)] (or
V [cB(t− jTb)+nB,j(t)]) obeys the Poisson distribution with
the rate λV cA(t− jTb) (or V cB(t− jTb)). Hence, according
to [17, 25], when Q in Eq. (1) is sufficiently large, nA,j(t)
(or nB,j(t)) can be approximated as the Gaussian noise with
zero mean and a variance of σ2

A,j(t) = V −1bjcA(t − jTb)
(or σ2

B,j(t) = V −1(1 − bj)cB(t − jTb)), when bj = 1
(or bj = 0) is transmitted. For convenience, these normal
distributions can be expressed as nA,j(t) ∼ N

(
0, σ2

A,j(t)
)

or nB,j(t) ∼ N
(
0, σ2

B,j(t)
)
.

In order to detect the uth bit, the receiver samples for the
concentrations at t = uTb + t̂d, where t̂d is the estimated
td. Then, the concentration difference between Type-A and
Type-B molecules at the sampling time t = uTb + t̂d can be
expressed as

zu =zA(t = uTb + t̂d)− zB(t = uTb + t̂d)

=

u∑
j=0

bj [cA((u− j)Tb + t̂d) + nA,j,u]

−
u∑
j=0

(1− bj)[cB((u− j)Tb + t̂d) + nB,j,u],

u = 0, 1, . . . , (3)

where nA,j,u = nA,j(uTb + t̂d) and nB,j,u = nB,j(uTb +
t̂d), which are the noise added on the uth bit but due to the
transmission of the jth bit. Explicitly, the detection of bit u
experiences the ISI imposed from the bits sent in the front
of bit u, i.e., via the indices of j = 0, 1, . . . , u − 1, as seen
in Eq. (3). Let us assume that the maximum length of ISI
is L bits. The value of L can be derived by letting the ISI
to be ignorable in relative to the desired signal, as done, for
example, in [24]. Then, zu in Eq. (3) can be expressed in the
form of

zu =

u∑
j=max{0,u−L}

bj [cA((u− j)Tb + t̂d) + nA,j,u]

−
u∑

j=max{0,u−L}

(1− bj)[cB((u− j)Tb + t̂d) + nB,j,u],

u = 0, 1, . . . . (4)

Let i = u− j , cA,i = cA(iTb + t̂d) and cB,i = cB(iTb + t̂d),
we can re-represent Eq.Eq. (4) as

zu =

min{u,L}∑
i=0

[bu−icA,i − (1− bu−i)cB,i]

+

min{u,L}∑
i=0

[bu−inA,u−i,u − (1− bu−i)nB,u−i,u] ,

u = 0, 1, . . . , (5)

where, again, nA,u−i,u and nB,u−i,u are the Type-A and Type-
B noise imposing on the uth bit, but generated by the trans-
mission of the (u− i)th bit. It can be shown that nA,u−i,u and

nB,u−i,u obey the distributions of nA,u−i,u ∼ N
(
0, σ2

A,u−i,u
)

or nB,u−i,u ∼ N
(
0, σ2

B,u−i,u
)
, where σ2

A,u−i,u = V −1cA,i
and σ2

B,u−i,u = V −1cB,i.

III. REPRESENTATION OF RECEIVED MOLECULAR
SIGNALS

Despite that the types of molecules for Type-A and Type-
B are different, as implied from Eq. (1), we have cA,i =
cB,i = ci, when the number Q of molecules per transmission
pulse, and the medium diffusion coefficient D are the same.
Furthermore, let nu−i = bu−inA,u−i,u − (1− bu−i)nB,u−i,u.
Then, we can readily show that nu−i has the distribution of
nu−i ∼ N

(
0, σ2

u−i
)

with σ2
u−i = V −1ci, when the Gaussian

approximation is applied. When applying these results into
Eq. (5), we can obtain zu as

zu =

min{u,L}∑
i=0

(
2bu−i − 1

)
ci

+

min{u,L}∑
i=0

nu−i, u = 0, 1, . . . . (6)

Here we should note that, although the Gaussian approxima-
tion of nu−i may not be accurate, the Gaussian approximation
of
∑min{u,L}
i=0 nu−i can usually be sufficiently accurate for

studying the performance of DMC systems, as demonstrated
in [24]. In order to facilitate the mathematical derivation, let in
Eq. (6) b̃u−i = 2bu−i−1, where we now have b̃u−i ∈ {−1, 1},
and nu =

∑min{u,L}
i=0 nu−i, which follows the distribution of

nu ∼ N
(
0, σ2

n = V −1
∑min{u,L}
i=0 ci

)
. Then, we can modify

Eq. (6) to

zu =

min{u,L}∑
i=0

b̃u−ici + nu, u = 0, 1, . . . . (7)

Let us assume that the system is operated in its static
state, meaning that u >> L. Also, let us assume that
there is a (N + L)-length bit sequence expressed as bbb =
[b−L, . . . , b−1, b0, b1, . . . , bN−1]

T , where b−L, . . . , b−1 are the
L bits sent in the front of b0. Corresponding to bbb, we
have b̃bb, whose elements have values in {+1,−1}. Let the
signals received in correspondence to [b0, b1, . . . , bN−1]

T be
expressed as yyy = [z0, z1, . . . , zN−1]

T , the corresponding noise
samples be expressed as nnn = [n0, n1, . . . , nN−1]

T . Then, the
received signals yyy can be expressed in matrix form as

yyy =HHHb̃bb+nnn, (8)

whereHHH is the N×(N+L) dimensional matrix due to channel
impulse responses. The (i, j)th element of HHH is given by

hi,j =

{
ci−j+L, when −L ≤ i− j ≤ 0
0, otherwise , (9)

i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1; j = 0, 1, . . . , N + L− 1.
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In more detail, HHH is in the form of

HHH =


cL · · · c1 c0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0
0 cL · · · c1 c0 0 · · · · · · · · · 0
...

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
...

0 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · cL · · · c1 c0

 .

(10)

In Eq. (8), nnn is a Gaussian noise vector, which has zero mean
and a covariance matrix of σ2

nIIIN , with σ2
n = V −1

∑L
i=0 ci

and IIIN being the identity matrix of size (N ×N).

Furthermore, if we express b̃bb = [b̃bb
T

I , b̃bb
T

d ]
T , where b̃bbI =

[b̃−L, b̃−L+1, . . . , b̃−1]
T , and b̃bbd = [b̃0, b̃1, . . . , b̃N−1]

T . Again,
corresponding to b̃bbI and b̃bbd, we have their one-to-one mappings
to bbbI and bbbd. Corresponding to b̃bbI and b̃bbd, let us divide HHH into
HHHI andHHHd, which consist of the first L columns and the other
N columns of HHH , respectively. Then, we can rewrite Eq. (8)
as

yyy =HHHdb̃bbd +HHHIb̃bbI +nnn. (11)

From this representation, explicitly, HHHIb̃bbI is the interference
imposed by the last data block on the current data block b̃bbd.

IV. EQUALIZATION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we consider some equalization schemes for
detecting the received information in the BMoSK-DMC sys-
tem. Since nano-machines are usually tiny size with very lim-
ited power for computation, we consider only low-complexity
linear equalization schemes. Specifically, we consider the
equalization schemes in the principles of matched-filtering
(MF), zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error
(MMSE). For all these three equalization schemes, the deci-
sion variables for detecting b̃bbd, and hence bbbd, can be obtained
from the linear processing

z̃̃z̃z =GGGyyy, (12)

where GGG is a (N ×N) linear processing matrix for generating
N decision variables, which are determined in the principles
of MF, ZF and MMSE, as detailed below.

A. Matched-Filtering Linear Equalization

When substituting yyy from Eq. (11) into Eq. (12), we obtain

z̃̃z̃z =GGGHHHdb̃bbd +GGGHHHIb̃bbI +GGGnnn, (13)

which gives N decision variables for the N bits in b̃bbd.
In the context of the MF-assisted linear equalization (MF-

LEQ), we choose GGG as [37]

GGGMF =HHHT
d . (14)

Assume that n > 2L. In this case, the interference term
GGGHHHIb̃bbI in Eq. (13) will not show in the decision variable for

b̃n. It can be shown that the last a few of decision variables
for b̃n can be expressed as

z̃N−1 =c20b̃N−1 +

L∑
i=1

c0cib̃N−i−1 + n′N ,

z̃N−2 =(c20 + c21)b̃N−2 +

L∑
i=1

c0cib̃N−2−i

+

L∑
i=0,i6=1

c1cib̃N−1−i + n′N−1,

z̃N−3 =(c20 + c21 + c22)b̃N−3 +

L∑
i=1

c0cib̃N−3−i

+

L∑
i=0,i6=1

c1cib̃N−2−i +

L∑
i=0,i6=2

c2cib̃N−1−i + n′N−1,

z̃N−4 =

(
3∑
i=0

c2i

)
b̃N−4 +

L∑
i=1

c0cib̃N−4−i

+

L∑
i=0,i6=1

c1cib̃N−3−i +

L∑
i=0,i6=2

c2cib̃N−2−i

+

L∑
i=0,i6=3

c2cib̃N−1−i + n′N−1. (15)

Similarly, we can write out the other decision variables. From
the above equations we can know that, when the value of n
decreases from N−1 to N−L−1, the decision variable z̃n is
capable of collecting more power from the diffusive channels.
However, the number of interference terms also increases. In
Section V, we will investigate this issue to illustrate which of
them is more dominant to the achievable performance.

The MF-LEQ has a low complexity for implementation.
From Eq. (15) we can readily know that the complexity for
detecting a bit is mainly contributed by the multiplication
operations. Since the maximum number of non-zero elements
in a column of HHHd is (L + 1), the number of operations,
including both multiplications and additions, is about 2L.
Hence, the complexity of the MF-LEQ is O(L) per bit.
Furthermore, as above-mentioned, the best error performance
should not be attained with N −L− 1, but with a value close
to N − 1, as the result that the molecular density of Eq. (1)
decreases sharply with the increase of time. As shown by our
performance results in Section V, the best performance can
usually be achieved for N − 1 or N − 2. In these cases, the
number of operations required for detecting a bit is only about
2 or 4, which can be significantly lower than O(L).

B. Zero-Forcing Linear Equalization

Upon treating the inter-block interference GGGHHHIb̃bbI as Gaus-
sian noise, the ZF linear equalizer (ZF-LEQ) can be directly
obtained from Eq. (13) by the implementation of GGGHHHd = IIIN .
From Eq. (10) we can deduce that HHHd is invertible, and its
inverse is also a lower triangular matrix. Hence, we can readily
obtain that

GGGZF =HHH−1d . (16)
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Upon substituting this result into Eq. (13), the decision vari-
able vector z̃̃z̃z can be expressed as

z̃̃z̃z =b̃bbd +HHH−1d HHHIb̃bbI +HHH−1d nnn. (17)

The ZF-LEQ has the following characteristics. First, it is
capable of fully suppressing the ISI within b̃bbd. However,
there is still some ISI from the bits sent in the front of b̃0.
Second, when given the transmission distance and sampling
interval, HHHd is a fixed matrix, and hence its inverse is also
fixed and only required to be computed once. Therefore,
the complexity of the ZF-LEQ is the same as that of the
MF-LEQ. Finally, it is well known that ZF-LEQ has the
problem of noise amplification [38]. However, from Eq. (13)
we can know that HHHd is a square matrix of diagonal elements
significantly dominant, if the transmission distance is relatively
short. Hence, we can expect that the N eigenvalues of HHHd

are all smaller but very close to one. Therefore, the noise
amplification problem in the ZF-LEQ for DMC systems is
usually not severe, as demonstrated in SectionV.

C. Minimum Mean-Square Error Linear Equalization

For the MMSE-LEQ, the optimum linear processing matrix
GGG seen in Eq. (12) can be derived from the optimization
problem expressed as

GGGMMSE = argmin
GGG

E
{
‖b̃bbd −GGGyyy‖2

}
. (18)

Solving this optimization problem gives the MMSE-LEQ
solution of [38]

GGGMMSE = RRRT
yyyb̃bbd
RRR−1yyy , (19)

where RRRyyy is the autocorrelation matrix of yyy, given by

RRRyyy = E
{
yyyyyyT

}
=HHHHHHT + σ2

nIIIN

=HHHdHHH
T
d +HHHIHHH

T
I + σ2

nIIIN , (20)

and RRRyyyb̃bbd is the cross-correlation matrix between yyy and b̃bbd,
given by

RRRyyyb̃bbd = E
{
yyyb̃bb
T

d

}
=HHHd. (21)

Substituting Eq. (20) and Eq. (21) into Eq. (19), we obtain
GGGMMSE as

GGGMMSE =HHHT
(
HHHHHHT + σ2

nIII
)−1

. (22)

The MMSE-LEQ employs the similar properties as the ZF-
LEQ. It is also a low-complexity LEQ, although the number
of operations is more than that of the MF-LEQ and that of
the ZF-LEQ. This can be seen from Eq. (22), where the (N +
L)×(N+L) inverse matrix is a fixed matrix, only required to
be computed once. Therefore, GGGMMSE is also fixed, with the
dimensions of N × (N + L). In GGGMMSE there will be more
non-zero elements than in GGGMF as well as in GGGZF , and each
column of GGGMMSE has about 2L non-zero elements, if N ≥
2L. Hence, the number of operations required to compute z̃zz =
GGGyyy is about 4L. However, the benefit to employ the MMSE-
LEQ is that it also has the capability to mitigate counting
noise, which is useful in the case of high counting noise.

D. Decision Making

Having obtained the decision variable z̃u, the uth bit can
be detected relying on a threshold expressed as CT . However,
as the result of the ISI imposing on the current detection,
we have to consider all the previously transmitted bits to
compute the optimal threshold. For this objective, the receiver
has to store all the estimated bits for current detection, and the
estimation error would further decrease the error performance
of the DMC system. In order to reduce the complexity of
receiver and avoid the effect of error propagation from the
previous detections, we consider the sub-optimal threshold
based decision making. Specifically, when assuming that the
binary information bits are uniformly distributed, we can
approximately set CT = 0 in decision making. In this case,
the uth bit can be detected as

bu =

{
1, when z̃u > 0,
0, when z̃u ≤ 0.

(23)

Let us below provide some numerical results to demonstrate
the performance of the equalizers considered in this section.

V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we investigate and compare the bit error rate
(BER) performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems employing
different equalization schemes, as proposed in Sections IV. In
our simulations, we assume that the coefficient of the two types
of molecules diffusing in a liquid is D = 2.2 × 10−9 m2/s,
the radius of receiver is set to ρ = 15 nm. As in [24], the
SNR is defined as the ratio between the power received from
a single pulse of molecules and the corresponding noise power
generated by this molecular pulse, which is expressed as

γb =
c20

E[σ2
0 ]

=
c20
1
V c0

= V c0. (24)

Hence, for a given SNR of γb, we can obtain c0 = γb/V =
3γb/(4πρ

3). Applying this value and the associated values
for t = td and r into Eq. (1), we can obtain the number
of molecules required to emit per pulse in simulations.

From the previous analysis we can know that the ISI length
L is dependent on both the bit duration Tb and the transmission
distance r. Correspondingly, in the following studies, L is
estimated as

L , argl {cl/c0 ≤ 1/1000} . (25)

In other words, the ISI from the samples having the concen-
tration values at least 1000 times (30 dB) lower than c0 of the
pulse’s peak value is ignored.

First, in Fig. 2, we compare the BER performance of
the BMoSK-DMC systems employ the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ
and MMSE-LEQ, respectively. In addition to the common
parameters mentioned at the start of this section, the other
parameters used in our simulation are provided with the figure
and in the corresponding caption, the same are in the following
figures. From Fig. 2, we can observe that for any LEQ scheme,
the BER performance degrades as the transmission distance
increases, which results in stronger ISI for a given bit rate
of 1/Tb. The results show that after suppressing the ISI,
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems
employing MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, when N = 2L+1, γb = 12
dB and Tb = 5× 10−5 s.
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Fig. 3. BER performance of the different bits in the BMoSK-DMC systems
with MF-LEQ, when N = 2L+ 1, r = 350nm and Tb = 5× 10−5 s.

both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ are capable of achieving
much better performance than the MF-LEQ. Specifically, at
the BER of 0.01, using the ZF-LEQ or MMSE-LEQ allows
the BMoSK-DMC system to increase a transmission distance
by about 125 nm, when compared with the MF-LEQ. Fur-
thermore, Fig. 2 shows that both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-
LEQ achieve nearly the same performance, provided that the
transmission distance is shorter than 500 nm. Beyond this
distance, the MMSE-LEQ slightly outperforms the ZF-LEQ,
owing to the MMSE-LEQ’s noise suppression capability. Note
that, as we mentioned previously in Section IV-B, in the
BMoSK-DMC systems, the channel matrix HHHd is a diagonal
dominant matrix. Hence, the noise amplification problem of
the ZF-LEQ operated in BMoSK-DMC systems is not severe.
This can be explicitly evidenced by the results shown in Fig. 2,
and also in the following figures.

In Figs. 3-5, we exam the BER of the bits at different
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Fig. 4. BER performance of the different bits in the BMoSK-DMC systems
with ZF-LEQ, when N = 2L+ 1, r = 650nm and Tb = 8× 10−5 s.
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Fig. 5. BER performance of the different bits in the BMoSK-DMC systems
with MMSE-LEQ, when N = 2L+ 1, r = 650nm and Tb = 8× 10−5 s.

locations of the detected blocks. Following Eq. (15), I = 0
represents the bit detected from z̃N−1, I = 1 represents the bit
detected from z̃N−2, and so on. From Fig. 3 we can observe
that when the value of I increases, the BER performance
degrades. As what we analysed associated with Eq. (15),
when I increases, the decision variable is able to collect more
energy for detection, but also experiences higher interference.
The results in Fig. 3 confirm that, when the MF-LEQ is
employed, the added interference outweighs the extra energy
collected from the ISI components, and hence dominates the
final achievable performance. Therefore, in order to achieve
the best possible performance by the MF-LEQ, we can simply
form the decision variable as

z̃u = c0zu , zu, (26)

for detecting the uth bit, where zu is given by Eq. (7). Here we
have ‘,’ due to c0 being a positive constant. Note furthermore
that the detector based on Eq. (26) is a symbol-based detector
and has the lowest detection complexity.
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s.

By contrast, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, after the ISI is
suppressed by the ZF-LEQ or MMSE-LEQ, the detections of
all the bits in one block achieve a similar BER performance,
which is slightly better than that of MF-LEQ with I = 0.

In Fig.6, we show the effect of bit duration Tb (or bit
rate Rb = 1/Tb of the system) on the BER performance
of the BMoSK-DMC systems employing the MF-LEQ, ZF-
LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, respectively. Explicitly, as the bit
rate decrease (or as the bit duration increases), the BER
performance in all cases improves. This is because for a
fixed transmission distance, the ISI reduces as the bit duration
increases. Furthermore, both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ
achieve a similar BER performance, which outperform the
MF-LEQ.

In the context of Fig.7, we investigate the impact of trans-
mission distance on the BER performance of the BMoSK-
DMC systems employing the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems
with MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, when N = 2L+ 1 and r = 350
nm.

LEQ, when a fixed bit duration is assumed. In this case, when
the transmission distance becomes longer, the ISI length also
increases, according to the properties of Eq. (1). The ISI length
corresponding to different transmission distance is explicitly
shown with the figure. Explicitly, due to the increase of the
ISI resulted from the increase of transmission distance, for
all the three LEQ schemes, the BER performance degrades as
the transmission distance increases. From the results of Fig.7
we can be inferred that, provided that the SNR is sufficiently
high, both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ perform well, even
when the transmission distance is as high as r = 580 nm.
The BER performance achieved by the ZF-LEQ or MMSE-
LEQ can significantly outperform that of the MF-LEQ, which
becomes more declared, as the transmission distance becomes
longer.

Finally in Fig.8, we demonstrate the impact of bit duration
Tb on the BER performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems
with MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ, when a fixed
transmission distance of r = 350 nm is assumed. In this
case, when Tb is smaller, means that the bit rate is higher,
the ISI becomes longer. Correspondingly, as seen in Fig.8, for
all the three LEQ schemes, the BER performance improves, as
Tb becomes larger or the bit rate becomes lower. Again, the
BER performance attained by the ZF-LEQ or MMSE-LEQ
outperforms that of the MF-LEQ, which is more significant,
when ISI becomes stronger.

To this point, we would like to note that, regardless of which
LEQ is employed, the BER performance of the BMoSK-
DMC system at a given SNR degrades, whenever the ISI
becomes stronger, no matter what the source is to make the ISI
increase. This can be explicitly seen, e.g., in Figs. 6-8. This
result is different from that in the conventional radio-based
communication systems [37], where the advanced equalizers,
including the ZF- and MMSE-based equalizers, are usually
capable of achieving the performance of their corresponding
systems without ISI. The reason behind is that in the conven-
tional radio-based communication systems, the additive white
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Gaussian noise (AWGN) is experienced, whose statistics have
nothing to do with the transmitted signals. By contrast, in the
DMC communication systems including the BMoSK-DMC
system considered in this paper, as seen in Eq. (3)-Eq. (6),
the noise components are related to the transmitted signals. It
can be known that even when uniformly distributed data bits
are assumed, the second moment of the noise components,
i.e., the noise power, increases with the increase of ISI. Due
to this increase of noise power, we can know that for a SNR
given by Eq. (24), the actual SNR determining the achievable
performance in fact decreases with the increase of ISI. Hence,
the resultant BER performance always degrades, as the ISI
becomes stronger.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the receiving equaliza-
tion techniques for the ISI mitigation and signal detection
in BMoSK-DMC systems. Three types of LEQs have been
considered, namely the MF-LEQ, ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ.
We have examined the effects of the different parameters
defining transmit signals and characterizing DMC channels
on the error performance of the BMoSK-DMC systems. Our
studies and performance results show that to achieve the best
possible performance, the MF-LEQ is reduced to a symbol-
based detector, which detects individual bits independently
under the ISI. In BMoSK-DMC systems, the channel matrix is
diagonal dominant, which makes the ZF-LEQ highly efficient,
achieving nearly the same performance as the MMSE-LEQ,
although MMSE-LEQ has a slightly higher complexity than
the ZF-LEQ. Both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ are capable
of effectively suppressing the ISI, yielding significantly im-
proved detection reliability beyond the MF-LEQ. Nevertheless,
both the ZF-LEQ and MMSE-LEQ are still low-complexity
equalizers that are feasible for implementation, although their
complexity is slightly higher than that of the MF-LEQ.
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